Editorial

Education is an ongoing social and cultural process developed by humankind from time immemorial. It is a cumulative process of transmitting and acquiring knowledge and skills developed cross-generationally and cross-culturally. Social interaction perpetuates the generation, distribution and control of the education.

Our sages used to interact with other sages and students regularly. Such a congenial dialogue and discourse had contributed to the development of rich academic culture in and around Sindhu Valley. After 13th century, the West has prospered significantly in academic fronts. The geographical boundary has been blurred these days and the globe has been very narrow because of advancement seen in science, technology, transportation and communication. We are at the crossroad of intermingling of multiple civilizations and knowledge systems. People are involved in exchange of knowledge and skills peacefully since the beginning of civilization. Education and academic discourse boosts the process of peaceful interaction among different groups, cultures and civilizations.

Following and considering the global trends, the Management Committee and entire family of Adarsha Multiple Campus has been engaged in academic discourse. It has been assessing its own quality and has begun a journey for the quality education. To materialize the goal it has founded the Research Management Cell (RMC) recently. It has initiated to launch different academic discourses in and around the college. This Journal manifests the humble effort and readiness of the team towards accelerated academic exercises. It is a product of collaborative efforts of the authors, peer reviewers (experts and professors around the globe) and the RMC.
In the course of publication we became ambitious in the beginning. It was a very challenging task. However, the authors have contributed to the success of the effort. We consulted different experts particularly the professors of different universities for peer review. Their support and hard work kindled our hope incessantly.

This is our first attempt and therefore there may have some lapses. We are responsible for them and the editorial team would like to apologize from the bottom of the heart. However, they were not intentional. We hope feedback from valued readers for bettering the journal yet further in the years to come.

This Journal could not be possible if we had not got encouragement, suggestions and supports from Hon. Chair Mr. Rajendra Pandey, and SMC members, Dr. Sadananda Kadel, Campus Chief, Mr. Rudra Prasad Danai, faculties and staff of the college. Finally, the Designer Kedar Adhikari and Aabritti Chhapakhana Pvt. Ltd. also deserve sincere thank for their efforts.